
LASSAVIRUS GAME

PURPOSE:
remove from the world all the possible causes of Lassavirus.

PREPARATION:
⁃ set on each of five continents the causes of Lassavirus:

2 houses (that rappresent dirty location)
2 poops (rodent droppings)
2 tomatos (contaminated food by Lassavirus).
⁃ assing to each player 5 small card (in the bag) on which are 

rapresented: doctor, medicine, antivirus mask, broom and bin.

HOW TO EXECUTE:
⁃ the players take turns rolling the die. If an odd number comes out, 

the player draw out of the bag another small card ; if an even 
number comes out, draw 2 small cards; if the virus comes out, 
take from the deck a virus paper and puts it on the table showing 
the color, that correspond with a continent color. These papers 
rapresent the presence of the Lassavirus among humans.

⁃ The same player can use his small cards to remove the causes of  
the virus or the virus itself.

From every continent must be removed first of all the dirty location 
(placing in the box of the game a broom and a bin, in exchange for a 
house taken from the board, that the player will keep it to himself); then 
the droppings (with a mask and a broom in exchange for a poop); 
finally the contaminated food (with a mask and a bin in exchange for a 
tomato).
⁃ If the player has already picked a virus paper and he posses, 

among his small cards, a doctor and a medicine, he can put in the 
box the paper itself and the 2 small cards too, receiving 2 sponge 
of your color.

If instead the player have only one of the two images, he can contribute 
to the cure of the epidemic putting the small card above the virus paper 
(that will remain in its place) getting a sponge.
The virus paper can be permanently removed when another player, or 
himself in another round, will put the second small card above the virus 
paper. That player will receive a sponge and will put in the box virus 



paper and small cards.
⁃ For each continent, the second house, the second poop and the 

second tomato can be removed only with appropriate small cards 
and a sponge. The latter is setting above the continent in 
question.

⁃ If is drawed a virus paper of a specific continent in which there 
aren't causes of Lassavirus, so on that continent must replace the 
causes of virus and remove the sponge, returning them to 
proprietary players.

CONCLUSION:
⁃ the game finish in the moment in which there are on the table 3 

virus paper face up, and, in this case, the Lassavirus wasn't won.
⁃ Or the game ends when on the board there aren't causes of the 

Lassavirus (but 15 sponges).

SCORE:
win the player with the highest score.
2 points for each owned house
3 points for each poop
4 points for each tomato
4 points for each owned sponge but not used
7 points for each sponge on the board


